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A photo story



All divers love the sea and underwater creatures. But what 
kind of marine animals love the divers? The answer on this 
question is in our humorous photo story.
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In this book, we tried to research which of 
the underwater inhabitants love divers 

most of all.



In relation to dolphins, 
everything is clear and 
obvious, but who else?



Sea seal of course. 
They like to make…



…funny faces for divers,



…and from time to time
they check how securely our fin 

straps are fastened.



It is not widely known  
that divers are also liked by…



…whale sharks.



But they are so modest! 
That’s why they prefer to fill water 

in the mouth, and not spill  
the beans about it.



Curiously enough,  birds 
also love divers!



They like to observe us 
under water,



…and sometimes they even dive
down just to be closer to us.



However, much more,  
divers are loved by octopuses. 



It is reasonable to ask: Why do we 
attract them?



It’s quite simple really. These 
animals are very creative and they 

want to learn from divers; for 
example…



…how to make underwater photos,



…or how to dance.



Octopuses are very attentive. If we 
look distressed they gently stroke our 
face with their tentacles to soothe us.



If they think we are hungry, 
they give us tasty seashells. 



If something gets stuck in our 
mouth – they offer their own 

special toothpicks…



…and when it starts raining —
they put up an umbrella 

over our head.



Unfortunately,  
octopuses don’t  

much worry  
about health  

and smoke a lot. 
That is why their life  

is shorter than divers’ life.



At the same time,  
they are very soulful 
and like to converse  
in whispers with us  
face to face.



They also like to take divers 
for a ride under water. 



In other words, we always  
have a good time with these 

amiable octopuses.



However, octopuses only rank in second 
place in regard to underwater creatures 
who love divers the most. So, who is in 

first place?



Jellyfish, of course!



Yes! Don’t be surprised by this.



They  
can’t say us  
about this  
or express  
their love  
in a different 
manner,



… that is why they just quietly
swim around admiring us.
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